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Abstract: Fire propagation and burning characteristics of upward flame spread over flexible
polyurethane (FPU) foam board were investigated under coupling effects of pressure and orientation.
As a further comparative research of our previous work, three pressures (70, 85 and 100 kPa)
and four fuel surface inclination angles (0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦) were applied, respectively, as before,
to study the variation of typical parameters including flame spread rate (FSR), burning rate,
heat transfer components, flame length, etc. First, a phenomenological interpretation was taken
to show the special spreading process with melting flow combustion and flash burning observed.
Second, an overall theoretical analysis was proposed to reveal the individual or coupling effects of
pressure and inclined burning surface on spreading behavior. A semi-quantitative correlation was
developed and formulated to show the tendency of FSR as a function of pressure, inclination and
other burning parameters, which was validated by data in paper. Meanwhile, comparison of detailed
differences between upward and downward spread was conducted to give a full insight on FPU
fire development. At last, comprehensive discussions of coupling effects on variation of spreading
characteristics and heat transfer mechanisms were performed based on fire dynamics.

Keywords: sub-atmospheric pressure; inclination; flame spread; burning characteristics; flame morphology

1. Introduction

Pressure effects on flame spread over solids has been studied for several decades to provide
guidance for fire protection in aircraft and high-altitude buildings. For example, in China,
one of the interests is based on the fire safety research for important historical or Buddhism
buildings in the Qinghai–Tibet plateau. As the essential parameter related to oxidation and flow
in combustion, pressure was confirmed to have obvious influences on fire spreading behavior
and burning characteristics for solid fuels, e.g., wood [1–4], rigid polyurethane (RPU) foam [5,6],
flexible polyurethane (FPU) foam [7–9], extruded polystyrene (XPS) [10,11], or other polymers [12–14].
Nowadays, more attentions are paid to fire behavior of these materials because of rapid development
in the construction industry.

The most classical theoretical modeling about pressure vs. flame spread could be traced back to
the Pressure Modeling of Fires by de Ris [1] in 1973, which showed a concise and important correlation
for flame spread over solids with various pressures by simplified dimensional analysis as Vp ∝ p2/3.
Subsequently in 2000, a further developed theory also by de Ris et al. known as Radiation Fire
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Modeling [2] was proposed to give a deeper insight into pressure effects on detailed heat and the mass
transfer process. However, limitations of theoretical modellings still exist as the complexity of real fire
scenarios with various combustibles and developing processes, i.e., extensive investigation of pressure
effects on fire spreading and burning behavior for solid combustibles is meaningful.

Another key parameter is the inclination of flame spreading surface, indicating intense
correlations with flame spread rate (FSR), fire configuration, etc., particularly. As early as 1992,
upward fire propagation over inclined PMMA slab surface was studied experimentally by Drysdale
and Macmillan [13], which reported the clear difference of spread for thin and thick fuels under
different inclinations. Later, an important early semi-empirical model of upward flame spread with
an orientation effect was proposed by Quintiere in 2001 using a polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
board [14]. In addition, related works were conducted continuously by Gollner et al. [15,16] in
recent years. However, it will be a different story when both effects of inclination and pressure
are combined, complexly impacting the entire spreading process. Research studies referring to the
coupling effects were mostly focused on phenomenological fire behavior changes at high altitude by
experimental studies, e.g., [4,6,8]. Additionally, downward spreading tests over FPU board at various
inclinations under sub-atmospheric pressures were performed in our latest work [9]. It was found that
preheating mechanism variation, strongly dependent on the coupling effects and surface materials,
would play an important part in flame spread. As a result of the complication in fuel types and
forms mentioned, it is worth a more extensive exploration of this issue.

Within this paper, as a further investigation of our previous work in [9], both experimental and
theoretical study were conducted to show a relatively full comparison of downward and upward flame
spreading processes over FPU foam board with four inclination angles under three decreased pressures.
Burning characteristics including flame spread rate (FSR), burning rate and flame morphology are
concentrated to reveal the complicated influences of pressure and orientation. Semi-qualitative
relationships of the coupling effects were formulated by overall theoretical analysis of heat transfer
mechanisms. This work could be helpful for fire safety engineering design of buildings at high altitudes.

2. Experiments

Comparative experiments were conducted in a QR0-12 low pressure test chamber with an inner
size of 3 m long, 2 m wide and 2 m high. It was designed for large scale fire tests with adjustable
pressure environment from 26 to 101 kPa. More detailed information about this facility was described
in [9], which is introduced briefly here. Three different ambient air pressures (70, 85 and 100 kPa) were
applied to investigate the influences of pressure on upward flame spread over an FPU foam board
with various inclinations. The FPU board, with width 20 cm, length 80 cm and density 41.5 kg/m3,
was ignited linearly from the lower edge under 4 inclination angles 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦, respectively.

Major characteristics recorded were FSR, burning rate, flame temperature and image information.
During all the tests, the same initial environmental parameters (namely, temperature 20 ± 2.0 ◦C and
humidity 50 ± 5%) were controlled and preserved inside experimental facility. Additionally, each test
was repeated at least 3 times to ensure reproducible data with higher accuracy. Experimental results
showed that measurement errors were mainly attributed to fire fluctuation and random melting
flow combustion.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Upward Flame Spreading Behavior with Different Orientations

Typical configuration of upward flame spread over the FPU board is illustrated in Figure 1 based
on experimental observation. Figure 1a shows the different zones and heat transfer mechanisms,
where a significant large inverse “V” shape pyrolysis zone could be found in tests with inclination angle
θ exceeding 30◦. This kind of “V” shape was also reported in downward flame spread, e.g., [17,18],
but with a much smaller scale and blunter included angle. The large inverse “V” pyrolysis zone is
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formed under both effects of flame tilt and ambient air entrainment by increasing θ. In addition,
it makes the issue more complicated than downward spread, since spreading became a genuine
two-dimensional (in surface or 2-plus-1 dimension considering thickness) process as,

δp = δp(y, t), xp = xp(y, t) (1)
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Figure 1. Configuration of upward flame spread over flexible polyurethane (FPU) foam (a) and variation
of heat transfer intensities with increasing inclination (b).

To facilitate discussion, parameters along the central axis of the FPU board (y = w/2) are used for
analysis below. Overall comparisons of characteristics between upward and downward flame spread
are conducted in Section 3.4 for better understanding.

It is noticeable that two particular phenomena occurred during spreading (burnout zone in
Figure 1a):

(1) Melting flow combustion by high temperature molten fuel, owing to the thermoplastic-like FPU
material selected, could bring heat and mass from upper to lower position through a rapid path,
and also might make fire development worse as the secondary ignition source.

(2) Flash burning in partial surfaces appeared intermittently, which was induced by the continuous
lean decomposed gas (and some fuel vapor with small molecules) generated from the deep side
of the “burnout” zone. As the customized FPU material is modified with clay bulk and special
foaming agent, char-residue was formed along the surface after combustion, which would prevent
the fuel board from complete burnout. Lean combustible gas or vapor would be released by
smoldering, although pyrolysis front had already passed. Moreover, the porous structure of FPU
will be helpful in gas release from depth, which has potential to be ignited by flame, hot plume or
even melting flow combustion to turn into flash burning.
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Burning completeness, mainly presented as burnout layer height, is also related to inclination by
visual judgement. Figure 1b shows the comparison of heating intensities and burnout layer shape
withθ. It is clear that with the increasing inclination, heat feedback to the pyrolysis zone was weakening,
yet preheating to the preheated zone was enhanced due to the slanting and stretched flame, leading to
a faster spread rate (or velocity) but less thermal penetration in the burning area. As a consequence,
the burnout layer height and/or remaining fuel became thicker in general. Further, it becomes difficult
to sustain self-propagating flame spreads for large θ conditions since critical heat feedback flux
is required, which is also proved in Zhou’s work [6] that fire extinguished at θ→ 90◦ for RPU boards.

3.2. Pyrolysis Boundary Evolution and Burning Characteristics

Upward flame spreading along the FPU board, as an unsteady burning process, showed evident
acceleration with enlarged θ. Figure 2 demonstrates the boundary evolution of the inverse “V” shape
pyrolysis zone by view angle calibration (case with air pressure 70 kPa and board inclination 60◦,
for example). To avoid heating or damage by fire within this limited test space, the camera was set in an
oblique direction. Time-sequential images of the flame along the whole board by original perspective
view were corrected into “front view”, to show a more precise spreading process based on the linear
twist method.
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Figure 2. Evolution of pyrolysis and burnout zone profiles (typical results under 70 kPa and inclination
60◦ condition) during upward flame spread (b) by digital image view correction (a).

A “V” shape burning area marked by orange color was growing during the flame spreading until
the pyrolysis front reached the upper edge of the board, which would then decrease gradually with
increasing burnout area marked by red. Nevertheless, the FSR of the pyrolysis front was undoubtedly
enhanced by enlarged inclination or pressure. Actually, the increasing length and FSR of the pyrolysis
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zone with time history were reproduced by Xie’s model [19] using 2D direct numerical simulation
(DNS), which confirmed the importance of flame heat flux into both preheated and pyrolysis zones.

For a direct comparison with burning characteristics of downward flame spread reported in our
study [9], the averaged value of FSR Vp , burning rate

.
mand flame length L f were used as shown

in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Burning characteristics and related normalization including flame spread rate (FSR) (a,d), 
burning rate (b,e) and flame length (c,f) for downward and upward flame spread, respectively, with 
various inclination under different pressures. 
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Figure 3. Burning characteristics and related normalization including flame spread rate (FSR)
(a,d), burning rate (b,e) and flame length (c,f) for downward and upward flame spread, respectively,
with various inclination under different pressures.

The detailed measurement (or, i.e., calculation) method was also described in [9,20], where the FSR
and burning rate were the average values from the same spreading distance of the pyrolysis front within
30–70 cm, and flame length was obtained by the digital image process based on Zukoski’s definition [20].
Figure 3a–c show the experimental results of Vp ,

.
m and L f for both upward and downward flame spread

with various inclinations under different pressures. In addition, normalization of these parameters
(defined as Vp,d/Vp,0,

.
md/

.
m0 and L f ,d/L f ,0) vs. air pressure pd/p0 is applied to give quantitative effects

of pressure as shown in Figure 3d–f, where subscript d and 0 denote decreased pressure and normal
pressure (~100 kPa), respectively. The indexes of pressure tagged in Figure 3d–f are fitted by data with
inclination from 30◦ to 90◦ for upward or downward flame spread as overall comparisons.

It is interesting that the pressure effect on burning characteristics in downward spread showed
somehow consistent as, 

Vp ∼ p0.67
.

m ∼ p0.77

L f ∼ p0.78
, f or downward (2)
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However, for upward flame spread, three indexes are totally distinct from each other,
Vp ∼ p1.49

.
m ∼ p1.02

L f ∼ p0.39
, f or upward (3)

Theoretical explanation for these tendencies is proposed hereinafter according to fire
dynamic analysis.

3.3. Coupling Effects of Pressure and Inclination on Upward Flame Spread

As the key parameter in flame spread, the FSR is mainly determined by preheating in the preheated

zone as Vp ∝ (
.

q′′ p)
2
·δp/(Tig − T∞)

2 for thermally thick solid [21]. It means that the FSR is evidently
determined by preheating intensity and ignition temperature.

According to fundamental theory, the heat balance relationship of preheating in the upward flame
spread process could be simplified by the following equation,

.
q′′ p

∣∣∣xp<x<xp+δp =
.
q′′ f ,rad +

.
q′′ f ,conv +

.
q′′ FPU,cond (4)

where the conduction heat flux component
.
q′′ FPU,cond is negligible, attributed to the good thermal

insulation performance of the FPU. Besides, the proved correlation of
.
q′′ f ,rad and

.
q′′ f ,conv with pressure

are [9], 
.
q′′ f ,rad ∼ p

.
q′′ f ,conv ∼ p1/2 (5)

Considering the scale of the burning area (although larger than that in the downward flame
spread for the same FPU board), convection heat flux still tends to be stronger than radiation for both
preheated and pyrolysis zones for the board size selected [22]. Consequently, heat flux to the preheated
zone could be approximately,

.
q′′ p =

∼p
.
q′′ f ,rad +

∼p1/2
.
q′′ f ,conv ∼ pα, 1/2 < α� 1 (6)

where α is the apparent index of pressure effect. As mentioned in Equation (6), α would be closer
to 1/2, yet, the competition of convection and radiation heat fluxes will become tricky under certain
inclination conditions, e.g.,

(1) For horizontal (0◦) flame spread, the preheated zone is definitely under convection control by
the classical theory described above. Likewise, the preheated zone is almost immersed in flame
for vertical (90◦) spread; the convection between hot fire plume and fuel surface should also
dominate the preheating mechanism (similar to pyrolysis zone). In these periods, α is believed to
approach 1/2.

(2) However, for upward spread with certain inclination, radiation will be enhanced obviously
due to stretched flame length and increasing radiation configuration factor owing to flame tilt,
which might promote the ratio of radiation in preheating to make α larger subsequently.

On the other hand, influences of inclination angle on preheating in upward spread was deduced
by Quintiere [14] as,

.
q′′ p ∝ (sinθ)2/5 (7)

Combining the pressure effect given in Equation (6), preheating heat flux could be expressed as,

.
q′′ p = C·pα(sinθ)2/5 (8)
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where C is the pre-exponential coefficient by empirical correlation, which is independent of pressure or
inclination. Therefore, coupling effects on the FSR could be integrated as follows,

Vp ≈ (
.

q′′ p)
2 4δp

πkρFPUcp(Tig − T∞)
2 ∼ (

.
q′′ p)

2
·δp ∼ p2α

·(sinθ)4/5
·δp (9)

In fact, Equation (9) is proposed to be a theoretical approximation, which is not strict for small

inclinations (or with significant deviation since sinθ θ→0
→ 0). Fortunately, this mathematical limitation

is not necessary to be concerned about under large inclination condition. With increasing θ , the length
of the preheated zone would be approaching flame length as δp → L f , and combining pressure effect
on flame length L f ∼ pβ , correlation of Vp vs. p in Equation (9) could be,

Vp ∼ p2α+β (10)

We now return to the experimental results in Equation (3); where Vp ∼ p1.49 and L f ∼ p0.39,
it could be found to agree well with the theoretical prediction of Equations (6) and (10). Moreover,
the reason for similar pressure indexes between the FSR and burning rate of downward spread in
Equation (2) is,

.
mdw ∼ Sdw·

.
q′′ rad +

.
q′′ conv

∆Hg
∼ w·

dxp

dt
ρFPU ∼ Vp, f or downward (11)

where burning area Sdw is mainly determined by cross-sectional area of board, and insensitive to
both ambient pressure and inclination, which play an essential role in the tenability of Equation (11).
On the contrary, the burning area of upward spread, depending on FSR, is distributed on the board
surface rather than cross-section (Figure 1) as,

.
muw ∼ Suw·

.
q′′ rad +

.
q′′ conv

∆Hg
, f or upward (12)

Due to the closer relationship of Suw (rather than Sdw) vs. p, relations
.

mdw ∼ p0.77 and
.

muw ∼ p1.02

in Equations (2) and (3), respectively, would not be surprising. In fact, theoretical analyses on
relations of burning rate or the FSR vs. inclination were proposed from another perspective by a fluid
dimensionless quantity (Pr, Nu, Ra and Gr number) in previous research, e.g., [23] with reasonable
prediction for inclination effect, whereas, it also indicated limitation for the pressure effect because of
insufficient heat transfer mechanisms.

Additionally, the pressure effect on L f of upward spread showed much less than downward as
stated above. This is probably attributable to the stronger stretching effect on the flame by enhanced
air entrainment from the larger burning area, which hid the pressure effect partly.

3.4. Discussion

Overall influences of pressure and inclination on the upward spreading process with various heat
transfer mechanisms are proposed in Figure 4. When compared to Figure 8 in [9] for downward spread,
obvious differences could be found by these two spreading forms. The core distinction is in Figure 4c,
where preheating (to preheated zone) keeps increasing, meanwhile, heat feed back (to pyrolysis zone)
is decreasing with enlarged θ for upward spread as interpreted in Section 3.1, owing to a stretched and
tilted flame (Figure 4a). With ratio variation between convection and radiation preheating as described
in Section 3.3, apparent index α is plotted in Figure 4b, which is validated by experimental data in
general tendency.
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Furthermore, the FSR shows a similar trend with preheating as in Figure 4d by Equation (9), also,
it shows a positive correlation with the size of the burning area in Figure 4c. At last, the increase
in burning rate with inclination will be slowed down by Equation (12) as a result of the decaying
heat feedback, which is also in agreement with experimental data in Figure 3.

4. Closing

As the follow-on work of our previous study, this paper has shown an overall relationship
of pressure effects on upward flame spreading behavior and burning characteristics of an inclined
FPU foam board. Considering the particular fuel type, we have given a careful investigation on the
three-dimensional upward spreading process of FPU, also with special burning phenomenon observed.
Based on fire dynamics analysis, comprehensive understandings of individual and coupling effects
(of pressure and orientation) on FSR, burning rate, flame length and each heat transfer component are
proposed or formulated with semi-quantitative correlations theoretically, which are consistent with the
test results. The work is believed to be helpful for fire hazardous evaluation or supplementation of fire
scientific theory under sub-atmospheric pressures. Future work is planned to be carried out with more
combustibles and much lower pressures.
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Nomenclature

cp Specific heat of fuel (J g−1 K−1)
g Gravity (m s−2)
L f Flame length (m)
.

m Burning rate (g s−1)
p Air pressure (kPa)
.
q′′f ,conv,

.
q′′f ,rad Convection and radiation preheating flux from fire (W m−2)

.
q′′conv,

.
q′′rad Convection and radiation heat feedback from fire (W m−2)

.
q′′FPU, cond Conduction preheating flux from FPU (W m−2)
.
q′′p Preheating heat flux to pyrolysis zone (W m−2)
S Burning area (m2)
Tig Ignition temperature (K)
T∞ Ambient temperature (K)
Uw Velocity of air entrainment (m s−1)
Vp Flame spread rate (m s−1)
w Width of fuel board (m)
xp Distance of pyrolysis zone (m)
α Pressure index of preheating flux
β Pressure index of flame length
δp Length of preheat zone (cm)
θ Angle of inclination (◦)
ρ Density (kg m−3)
Subscripts
0 Normal pressure
d Decreased pressure
dw Downward
f Fire or flame
uw Upward
∞ Ambient
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